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(57) The present disclosure, pertaining to the field of
instant messaging, discloses a contact displaying meth-
od, an instant messaging client, and a server. The meth-
od includes: acquiring, by an instant messaging client,
geographic location information of a contact from a serv-
er; and upon receiving a request for displaying a first
interface, displaying, by the instant messaging client, the
first interface, and displaying the contact in a position,
corresponding to the geographic location information, on
the first interface. The instant messaging client includes
a receiving module and a displaying module. According

to the embodiments of the present disclosure, geograph-
ic location information of a contact is acquired, and the
contact is displayed in a corresponding position on a map
interface according to the geographic location informa-
tion of the contact. In this way, a contact list does not
need to be re-defined, thereby simplifying operations on
the contact list. In addition, contacts may be differentiated
according to geographic locations thereof, such that the
contacts are displayed more visually, facilitating simulta-
neous operations on the contacts pertaining to the same
area.
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Description

[0001] This application claims priority to Chinese Pat-
ent Application No. 2011103204276, filed before the Chi-
nese Patent Office on October 20, 2011 and entitled
"CONTACT DISPLAY METHOD, INSTANT MESSAG-
ING CLIENT, AND SERVER", which is incorporated
herein by reference in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present disclosure relates the field of in-
stant messaging, and in particular, to a contact display
method, an instant messaging client, and a server.

BACKGROUND

[0003] With development of Internet technologies,
more and more people implement communications using
instant messaging software. Current instant messaging
software prevailing on the market all display contacts of
a user in the form of a list. Depending on actual require-
ments, the user may categorize the contacts into groups
based on a specific social relationship, and display the
contacts of the same category in a user-defined list. In
addition, the user may further create a user-defined list
named by using geographic location, and categorize and
display the contacts according to the geographic loca-
tions.
[0004] After analysis on the prior art, the inventor finds
that the prior art has at least the following disadvantages:

Using the conventional categorization method, con-
tacts in the same geographic location, for example,
the same province or the same city, are arranged in
the same list, which, however, requires user’s man-
ual operations. When there are more contacts or
more distribution areas of the contacts are involved,
the user needs to perform the operations repeatedly
or create a plurality of user-defined lists, causing a
complicated process and a low flexibility. In addition,
compared with a generic mode of displaying con-
tacts, such a list-based display mode has no essen-
tial improvement, and achieves less visual presen-
tation and poor spatial and regional sense.

SUMMARY

[0005] Embodiments of the present disclosure provide
a contact display method, an instant messaging client,
and a server. The technical solutions are as follows:

An embodiment of the present disclosure provides
a contact display method, including:

acquiring, by an instant messaging client, geo-
graphic location information of a contact from a
server; and

upon receiving a request for displaying a first
interface, displaying, by the instant messaging
client, the first interface, and displaying the con-
tact in a position, corresponding to the geo-
graphic location information, on the first inter-
face; where the first interface is configured to
display contacts according to geographic loca-
tions, the first interface is a map in scale to a
preset map, and the first interface includes a plu-
rality of areas, each of the plurality of areas cor-
responding to an administrative region in the
preset map.

[0006] The acquiring, by an instant messaging client,
geographic location information of a contact from a server
specifically includes:

sending a request for geographic location informa-
tion to the server; and
receiving the geographic location information of the
contact from the server, where the geographic loca-
tion information is an administrative region name re-
ceived by the server, or the geographic location in-
formation is an administrative region name acquired
by the server according to received current IP ad-
dress information or coordinate information of the
contact.

[0007] The geographic location information is deter-
mined by the server according to the received adminis-
trative region name and the current IP address informa-
tion or coordinate information of the contact.
[0008] After the displaying, by the instant messaging
client, the first interface, and displaying the contact in a
position, corresponding to the geographic location infor-
mation, on the first interface, the method further includes:

upon receiving a request for operating a specified
area of the first interface, sending, by the instant
messaging client, the request to all first contacts, ge-
ographic location information of the first contact be-
ing the specified area.

[0009] After the displaying, by the instant messaging
client, the first interface, and displaying the contact in a
position, corresponding to the geographic location infor-
mation, on the first interface, the method further includes:

upon receiving a request for a list of contacts in a
specified area of the first interface, acquiring, by the
instant messaging client, all first contacts, the geo-
graphic location information of the first contact being
the specified area, and displaying all first contacts in
the specified area in the form of a preset number of
lists.

[0010] An embodiment of the present disclosure pro-
vides a contact display method, including:
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acquiring, by a server, geographic location informa-
tion of a contact; and
upon receiving a request for geographic location in-
formation from an instant messaging client, sending
the geographic location information of the contact to
the instant messaging client, such that the instant
messaging client displays the first interface upon re-
ceiving a request for displaying the first interface,
and displays the contact in a position, corresponding
to the geographic location information, on the first
interface; where the first interface is configured to
display contacts according to geographic locations,
the first interface is a map in scale to a preset map,
and the first interface includes a plurality of areas,
each of the plurality of areas corresponding to an
administrative region in the preset map.

[0011] The acquiring, by a server, geographic location
information of a contact specifically includes:

receiving, by the server, an administrative region
name input by the contact, and using the adminis-
trative region name as the geographic location infor-
mation of the contact; or
acquiring, by the server, current IP address informa-
tion or coordinate information of the contact, acquir-
ing a current administrative region name of the con-
tact according to the current IP address information
or coordinate information of the contact, and using
the current administrative region name of the contact
as the geographic location information.

[0012] The acquiring, by a server, geographic location
information of a contact specifically includes:

acquiring, by the server, current IP address informa-
tion or coordinate information of the contact, acquir-
ing a current administrative region name of the con-
tact according to the current IP address information
or coordinate information of the contact, judging
whether the current administrative region name of
the contact is consistent with locally stored geo-
graphic location information of the contact, if incon-
sistent, replacing the locally stored geographic loca-
tion information of the contact with the current ad-
ministrative region name of the contact, and using
the administrative region name as the geographical
location information of the contact.

[0013] An embodiment of the present disclosure pro-
vides an instant messaging client, including:

a receiving module, configured to receive geograph-
ic location information of a contact from a server; and
a displaying module, configured to: upon receiving
a request for displaying a first interface, display the
first interface, and display the contact in a position,
corresponding to the geographic location informa-

tion, on the first interface; where the first interface is
configured to display contacts according to geo-
graphic locations, the first interface is a map in scale
to a preset map, and the first interface includes a
plurality of areas, each of the plurality of areas cor-
responding to an administrative region in the preset
map.

[0014] The instant messaging client includes:

a sending module, configured to send a request for
geographic location information to the server; and
where the receiving module is correspondingly con-
figured to receive the geographic location informa-
tion of the contact from the server, where the geo-
graphic location information is an administrative re-
gion name received by the server, or the geographic
location information is an administrative region name
acquired by the server according to received current
IP address information or coordinate information of
the contact.

[0015] The geographic location information is geo-
graphic location information of the contact from the serv-
er, or the geographic location information is determined
by the server according to the received administrative
region name and the current IP address information or
coordinate information of the contact.
[0016] The displaying module includes: a request
processing unit and a request sending unit.
[0017] The request processing unit is configured to re-
ceive a request for operating a specified area of the first
interface.
[0018] The request sending unit is configured to: upon
receiving the request for operating a specified area of
the first interface, send the request to all first contacts,
geographic location information of the first contact being
the specified area.
[0019] The displaying module includes:

an acquiring unit, configured to: when the instant
messaging client receives a request for a list of con-
tacts in a specified area of the first interface, acquire
all first contact, geographic location information of
the first contact is the specified area; and
a displaying unit, configured to display all first con-
tacts, acquired by the acquiring unit, in the specified
area in the form of a preset number of lists.

[0020] The instant messaging client is a mobile termi-
nal.
[0021] An embodiment of the present disclosure pro-
vides a server, including:

an acquiring module, configured to acquire geo-
graphic location information of a contact; and
a sending module, configured to: upon receiving a
request for geographic location information from an
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instant messaging client, send the geographic loca-
tion information of the contact to the instant messag-
ing client, such that the instant messaging client dis-
plays the first interface upon receiving a request for
displaying the first interface, and displays the contact
in a position, corresponding to the geographic loca-
tion information, on the first interface; where the first
interface is configured to display contacts according
to geographic locations, the first interface is a map
in scale to a preset map, and the first interface in-
cludes a plurality of areas, each of the plurality of
areas corresponding to an administrative region in
the preset map.

[0022] The acquiring module includes:

a receiving unit, configured to receive an adminis-
trative region name input by the contact, and use the
administrative region name as the geographic loca-
tion information of the contact; or
an acquiring unit, configured to: acquire current IP
address information or coordinate information of the
contact; acquire a current administrative region
name of the contact according to the current IP ad-
dress information or coordinate information of the
contact; and use the current administrative region
name of the contact as the geographic location in-
formation.

[0023] The acquiring module includes:

an acquiring unit, configured to acquire current IP
address information or coordinate information of the
contact;
a judging unit, configured to acquire a current ad-
ministrative region name of the contact according to
the current IP address information or coordinate in-
formation of the contact, and judge whether the cur-
rent administrative region name of the contact is con-
sistent with locally stored geographic location infor-
mation of the contact;
a replacing unit, configured to: when the judging unit
judges that the current administrative region name
of the contact is inconsistent the locally stored geo-
graphic location information of the contact, replace
the locally stored geographic location information of
the contact with the current administrative region
name of the contact, and use the administrative re-
gion name as the geographical location information
of the contact.

[0024] An embodiment of the present disclosure pro-
vides a contact display system, including:

an instant messaging client, configured to: receive
geographic location information of a contact from a
server; upon receiving a request for displaying a first
interface, display the first interface and display the

contact in a position, corresponding to the geograph-
ic location information, on the first interface; where
the first interface is configured to display contacts
according to geographic locations, the first interface
is a map in scale to a preset map, and the first inter-
face includes a plurality of areas, each of the plurality
of areas corresponding to an administrative region
in the preset map; and
a server, configured to: acquire geographic location
information of a contact; and upon receiving a re-
quest for geographic location information from an
instant messaging client, send the geographic loca-
tion information of the contact to the instant messag-
ing client, such that, upon receiving a request for
displaying a first interface, the instant messaging cli-
ent displays the first interface, and display the con-
tact in a position, corresponding to the geographic
location information, on the first interface; where the
first interface includes a plurality of areas, each of
the plurality of areas corresponding to an adminis-
trative region in the preset map.

[0025] The technical solutions according to the embod-
iments of the present disclosure achieve the following
beneficial effects:

Geographic location information of a contact is ac-
quired, and the contact is displayed in a correspond-
ing position on a map interface according to the ge-
ographic location information of the contact. In this
way, a contact list does not need to be re-defined,
thereby simplifying operations on the contact list. In
addition, contacts may be differentiated according
to geographic locations thereof, such that the con-
tacts are displayed more visually, facilitating simul-
taneous operations on the contacts pertaining to the
same area.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0026] To illustrate the technical solutions in the em-
bodiments of the present disclosure or in the prior art
more clearly, the following briefly describes the accom-
panying drawings required for describing the embodi-
ments or the prior art. Apparently, the accompanying
drawings in the following description merely show some
embodiments of the present disclosure, and persons of
ordinary skill in the art may derive other drawings based
on these accompanying drawings without creative ef-
forts.

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of a contact display method
according to an embodiment of the present disclo-
sure;
FIG. 2 is a flowchart of a contact display method
according to an embodiment of the present disclo-
sure;
FIG. 3 is a flowchart of a contact display method
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according to an embodiment of the present disclo-
sure;
FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a contact display method
according to an embodiment of the present disclo-
sure;
FIG. 5 is a flowchart of a contact display method
according to an embodiment of the present disclo-
sure;
FIG. 6 is a schematic structural diagram of an instant
messaging client according to an embodiment of the
present disclosure;
FIG. 7 is a schematic structural diagram of another
instant messaging client according to an embodi-
ment of the present disclosure;
FIG. 8 is a schematic structural diagram of still an-
other instant messaging client according to an em-
bodiment of the present disclosure;
FIG. 9 is a schematic structural diagram of still an-
other instant messaging client according to an em-
bodiment of the present disclosure;
FIG. 10 is a schematic structural diagram of a server
according to an embodiment of the present disclo-
sure;
FIG. 11 is a schematic structural diagram of another
server according to an embodiment of the present
disclosure; and
FIG. 12 is a schematic structural diagram of still an-
other server according to an embodiment of the
present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0027] To make the objectives, technical solutions, and
advantages of the present disclosure clearer, the em-
bodiments of the present disclosure are described in de-
tail below with reference to the accompanying drawings.
[0028] FIG. 1 is a flowchart of a contact display method
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.
In this embodiment, interaction subjects may be an in-
stant messaging client and a server, where the instant
messaging client may be a QQ client, a TM client, or the
like. Referring to FIG. 1, the method according to this
embodiment specifically includes:

101. The instant messaging client acquires geo-
graphic location information of a contact from a serv-
er.

[0029] In this embodiment, the geographic location in-
formation of the contact refers to an administrative region
where the contact is located. For example, the adminis-
trative region where a contact A is currently located is
Beijing, geographic location information of contact A is
Beijing. The name of the administrative region may be,
for example, province, city, and municipality, and may
further be detailed to district or county according to set-
tings of a user of the instant messaging client, which is
not limited in this embodiment.

[0030] The acquiring, by an instant messaging client,
geographic location information of a contact from a server
specifically includes:

sending a request for geographic location informa-
tion to the server; and
receiving the geographic location information of the
contact from the server, where the geographic loca-
tion information is an administrative region name re-
ceived by the server, or the geographic location in-
formation is an administrative region name acquired
by the server according to received current IP ad-
dress information or coordinate information of the
contact.

[0031] In another embodiment, the geographic loca-
tion information is determined by the server according to
the received administrative region name and the current
IP address information of the contact or coordinate infor-
mation of the contact.
[0032] 102. Upon receiving a request for displaying a
first interface, the instant messaging client displays the
first interface, and displays the contact in a position, cor-
responding to the geographic location information, on the
first interface; where the first interface is configured to
display contacts according to geographic locations, the
first interface is a map in scale to a preset map, and the
first interface includes a plurality of areas, each of the
plurality of areas corresponding to an administrative re-
gion in the preset map.
[0033] In this embodiment, a first interface is preset,
where the first interface is configured to display a contact
according to geographic location information of the con-
tact, and the first interface may be a map in scale to a
preset map. For example, when the preset map is China
map, the first interface is in scale to the China map, each
of the regions on the first interface corresponds to an
administrative region in the China map. The size of the
first interface is suitable for screen display, and the scale
may be set by the user of the instant messaging client.
[0034] Further, after the displaying the first interface,
and displaying the contact in a position, corresponding
to the geographic location information, on the first inter-
face, the method further includes:

Upon receiving a request for operation a specified
area, sending the request to all first contacts, where
geographic location information of the first contact
is the specified area.

[0035] Further, after the displaying the first interface,
and displaying the contact in a position, corresponding
to the geographic location information, on the first inter-
face, the method further includes:

Upon receiving a request for a list of contacts in a
specified area of the first interface, acquiring all sec-
ond contacts, where the geographic location infor-
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mation of the second contact is the specified area;
and displaying all first contacts in the specified area
in the form of a list with a preset number of first con-
tacts per page.

[0036] According to the method provided in this em-
bodiment, geographic location information of a contact
is acquired, and the contact is displayed in a correspond-
ing position on a map interface according to the geo-
graphic location information of the contact. In this way,
a contact list does not need to be re-defined, thereby
simplifying operations on the contact list. In addition, con-
tacts may be differentiated according to geographic lo-
cations thereof, such that the contacts are displayed
more visually, facilitating simultaneous operations on the
contacts pertaining to the same area.
[0037] FIG. 2 is a flowchart of a contact display method
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.
In this embodiment, the execution subject is a server,
where the server may be a QQ server, a TM server, or
the like. Referring to FIG. 2, the method according to this
embodiment specifically includes:

201. The server acquires geographic location infor-
mation of a contact.
202. Upon receiving a request for geographic loca-
tion information from an instant messaging client,
the client sever sends the geographic location infor-
mation of the contact to the instant messaging client,
such that the instant messaging client displays the
first interface upon receiving a request for displaying
the first interface, and displays the contact in a po-
sition, corresponding to the geographic location in-
formation, on the first interface; where the first inter-
face is configured to display contacts according to
geographic locations, the first interface is a map in
scale to a preset map, and the first interface includes
a plurality of areas, each of the plurality of areas cor-
responding to an administrative region in the preset
map.

[0038] The acquiring, by the server, geographic loca-
tion information of a contact specifically includes:

receiving, by the server, an administrative region
name input by the contact, and using the adminis-
trative region name as the geographic location infor-
mation of the contact; or
acquiring, by the server, current IP address informa-
tion or coordinate information of the contact, acquir-
ing a current administrative region name of the con-
tact according to the current IP address information
or coordinate information of the contact, and using
the current administrative region name of the contact
as the geographic location information.

[0039] The acquiring, by the server, geographic loca-
tion information of a contact specifically includes:

acquiring, by the server, current IP address informa-
tion or coordinate information of the contact, acquir-
ing a current administrative region name of the con-
tact according to the current IP address information
or coordinate information of the contact, judging
whether the current administrative region name of
the contact is consistent with locally stored geo-
graphic location information of the contact, if incon-
sistent, replacing the locally stored geographic loca-
tion information of the contact with the current ad-
ministrative region name of the contact, and using
the current administrative region name as the geo-
graphical location information of the contact.

[0040] FIG. 3 is a flowchart of a contact display method
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.
In this embodiment, interaction subjects may be an in-
stant messaging client and a server, where the instant
messaging client may be a QQ client, a TM client, or the
like. Referring to FIG. 3, the method according to this
embodiment specifically includes:

301. A server receives an administrative region
name input by a contact.

[0041] A person skilled in the art may acquire that,
when a user inputs an administrative region name on an
instant messaging client, the instant messaging client
sends the administrative region name to the server, and
the server stores the administrative region name.
[0042] In this embodiment, step 301 is directed to con-
tacts of the user of the instant messaging client; with re-
spect to a server, the server receives administrative re-
gion names input by all users logging in to the server.
For example, the server receives administrative region
names input by users A, B, C, and D, whereas with re-
spect to the instant messaging client, only contacts A and
B are contacts of the user of the instant messaging client.
The embodiments of the present disclosure are de-
scribed only from the perspective of the instant messag-
ing client.
[0043] 302. The server receives an administrative re-
gion name input by the contact, and uses the adminis-
trative region name as the geographic location informa-
tion of the contact.
[0044] In this embodiment, the geographic location in-
formation may be a combination of a plurality of hierar-
chical-arranged administrative regions. For example, if
the administrative region input by the contact is
Chaoyang District, Beijing City, China, the geographic
location information includes China, Beijing City,
Chaoyang District.
[0045] 303. Upon receiving a request for geographic
location information from the instant messaging client,
the server sends the geographic location information of
the contact to the instant messaging client.
[0046] In this embodiment, when the request for geo-
graphic location information is received, all geographic
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location information of the contact may be sent to the
instant messaging client; alternatively, only geographic
location information preset on the instant messaging cli-
ent may be sent according to predefined settings on the
instant messaging client. In this case, step 303 may spe-
cifically include: upon receiving the request for geograph-
ic location information from the instant messaging client,
sending, by the server according to geographic location
information specified in the request for geographic loca-
tion information, the specified geographic location infor-
mation of the contact to the instant messaging client. For
example, if the geographic location information specified
in the request for geographic location information sent
by the instant messaging client is city, the server sends
"Beijing" as the requested geographic location informa-
tion to the instant messaging client.
[0047] When the user desires to perform an operation
related to the geographic location information, the user
may trigger the request for geographic location informa-
tion using an option or button provided on the instant
messaging client, and the instant messaging client sends
the request for the geographic location information to the
server. For example, the operation related to the geo-
graphic location information may be displaying a contact
according to the geographic location information thereof,
and displaying the geographic location information of the
contact.
[0048] 304. Upon receiving a request for displaying a
first interface, the instant messaging client displays the
first interface, and displays the contact in a position, cor-
responding to the geographic information, on the first in-
terface; where the first interface includes a plurality of
areas, each of the plurality of areas corresponding to an
administrative region in a preset map.
[0049] In this embodiment, if the preset map is China
map, each of the plurality of areas of the first interface
corresponds to an administrative region in the China
map, where a tier of the administrative region may be
preset by the instant messaging client; and if the admin-
istrative region is in the unit of city, the contacts are dis-
played according to the regional boundary of city in the
map, and each of the contacts is displayed, according to
the city specified by the geographic location information
thereof, in the area of the map corresponding to the city.
Preferably, if the number of contacts corresponding to
an area is larger than or equal to a preset threshold, the
number of contacts is displayed in the area; and if the
number of contacts corresponding to the area is smaller
than the preset threshold, name and nickname of each
of the contacts are displayed in the area.
[0050] For example, the first interface includes a plu-
rality of areas, where each of the plurality of areas cor-
responds to an administrative region in the China map.
Herein, the case where the scale of the administrative
region is city is only used as an example for description.
Assuming that the preset threshold is 5, if the number of
contacts corresponding to area "Beijing" is 15 which is
larger than the preset threshold 5, "15" may be displayed

in the area; and if the number of contacts corresponding
to area "Shenzhen" is 2, i.e., contacts A and B, "A" and
"B" are displayed in the area, where A and B are vertically
displayed. Nevertheless, contacts may be displayed hor-
izontally or in other manners, which is not limited in this
embodiment.
[0051] In this embodiment of the present disclosure,
the case where the preset map is China map is only used
as an example for description. In other embodiments, the
map corresponding to the first interface may be set by
the user of the instant messaging client. For example,
the map corresponding to the first interface may be the
world map, and in this case, the areas may be determined
according to country boundaries or continent boundaries.
[0052] Further, after step 303 and prior to step 304,
the method further includes: determining a preset map
by the instant messaging client according to the geo-
graphic location information of the contact. Specifically,
the instant messaging client judges whether the geo-
graphic location information of the contact corresponds
to an administrative region of China; if true, uses the Chi-
na map as the preset map; and otherwise, uses the world
map as the preset map, or queries whether the user
needs to set the preset map as the world map, and de-
termines the preset map according to user’s selection.
To be specific, when the user selects the China map, the
China map is used as the preset map; and when the user
selects the world map, the world map is used as the pre-
set map. It should be noted that the judgment on whether
the geographic location information corresponds to an
administrative region of China may be performed accord-
ing to preset China administrative regions or a high-tier
geographic location indicated in user geographic location
information. For example, if the user geographic location
information is A City, it is acquired that A city is an ad-
ministrative region of China according to a preset data-
base of China administrative region division. Still for ex-
ample, if the user geographic location information is A
City, China, a high-tier geographic location indicated
therein is China, and it is thus acquired that the user
geographic location information corresponds to an ad-
ministrative region of China.
[0053] This embodiment is described by using display
of the entire first interface as an example. With respect
to practical operations, since the display of the first inter-
face is subject to the client size, functions of zoom-in and
zoom-out may be provided for the user. Specifically, upon
receiving a request for zooming in a specified area of the
first interface, the instant messaging client zooms in the
area; displays a sub-area of the area, the sub-area being
a administrative region the tier of which is lower than that
of the area; and displays contacts corresponding to the
sub-area in a position, corresponding to the geographic
location information, on the area. For example, when the
area is a province, the sub-area thereof may be a city
and/or a district; when the area is a city, the sub-area
thereof may be a district. For example, upon receiving a
request for zooming in area "Beijing" of the first interface,
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the instant messaging client zooms in the area; displays
the sub-area, such as "Chaoyang District", "Dongcheng
District", "Haidian District" or the like, of the area; and
displays contacts corresponding to the sub-area or the
number of contacts in a position of each of the sub-areas.
Preferably, if the number of contacts corresponding to a
sub-area is larger than or equal to a preset threshold, the
number of contacts is displayed in the sub-area; and if
the number of contacts corresponding to the sub-area is
smaller than the preset threshold, name and nickname
of each of the contacts are displayed in the sub-area.
[0054] 305. Upon receiving a request for operating a
specified area of the first interface, the instant messaging
client sends the request to all first contacts, geographic
location information of the first contact being the specified
area.
[0055] In this embodiment, the request refers to a con-
tact-directed operation request for sending an instant
message or creating a group. When the operation re-
quest is directed to a specified area of the first interface,
the request may be directed to all first contacts in the
area, or directed to a specified contact in the area, which
is implemented specifically according to an object of the
operation request. When the operation request is to send
a request for creating a group to all first contacts, the
operation request is sent to all first contacts; and when
the operation request is to send a request for creating a
group to a specified contact of the first contacts, the op-
eration request is sent to the specified contact of the first
contacts. The first contact refers to a contact whose ge-
ographic location information is the specified area. For
example, if the area is Shanghai, the first contact is a
contact whose geographic location information is Shang-
hai.
[0056] Further, the first interface may further includes
an index item of the geographic location information,
where the index item is specifically geographic location
information corresponding to the contact of the user.
When the user selects geographic location information,
the first interface displays an area corresponding to the
geographic location information. For example, if contacts
of the user correspond to areas including Beijing, Shang-
hai, and Shenzhen, when the user clicks Beijing, the first
interface displays area Beijing and contacts correspond-
ing to Beijing.
[0057] 306. Upon receiving a request for a list of con-
tacts in a specified area of the first interface, the instant
messaging client acquires all first contacts, the geo-
graphic location information of the first contact being the
specified area, and displays all first contacts in the spec-
ified area in the form of a list with a preset number of first
contacts per page.
[0058] In this embodiment, the request may be specif-
ically triggered by clicking a specific area by the user of
the instant messaging client. When the user of the instant
message client needs to view contacts in a specified ar-
ea, the user may click the area to trigger the request for
a list of contacts. Upon receiving the request for a list of

contacts in a specified area of the first interface, the in-
stant messaging client acquires all first contacts whose
geographic location information is the specified area, and
displays all first contacts. Preferably, all first contacts may
be displayed in the specified area in a listing manner of
displaying a preset number of contacts. When the
number of first contacts is larger than a preset threshold,
the first contacts are displayed on a plurality of pages,
with a preset number of contacts being displayed on each
page. This display method pertains to the prior art, which
is not described herein any further.
[0059] It should be noted that, upon receiving a request
for operating a specified area, the instant messaging cli-
ent may perform operations on the contacts in the spec-
ified area according to the request. Analogously, upon
receiving a request for geographic location information
of a specified contact, the instant messaging client may
correspondingly display the specified contact in the area
of the first interface. For example, when the user of the
instant messaging client clicks contact A and sends a
request for displaying geographic location information of
contact A, contact A is displayed in the area, correspond-
ing to Shenzhen, of the first interface according to geo-
graphic location information "Shenzhen" of contact A,
which may be marked using a specified identifier.
[0060] According to the method provided in this em-
bodiment, geographic location information of a contact
is acquired, and the contact is displayed in a correspond-
ing position on a map interface according to the geo-
graphic location information of the contact. In this way,
a contact list does not need to be re-defined, thereby
simplifying operations on the contact list. In addition, con-
tacts may be differentiated according to geographic lo-
cations thereof, such that the contacts are displayed
more visually, facilitating simultaneous operations on the
contacts pertaining to the same area.
[0061] FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a contact display method
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.
In this embodiment, interaction subjects may be an in-
stant messaging client and a server, where the instant
messaging client may be a QQ client, a TM client, or the
like. Referring to FIG. 4, the method according to this
embodiment specifically includes:

401. A server acquires current IP address informa-
tion or coordinate information of a contact.

[0062] In this embodiment, when a user of an instant
messaging client, i.e., a contact, logs in to a server, the
server acquires an IP address of the contact when log-
ging in to the server, and uses the acquired IP address
as the current IP address information of the contact.
[0063] If the instant messaging client is a mobile ter-
minal, when an instant messaging client user, i.e., a con-
tact, logs in to a server, the server acquires coordinate
information of the contact when logging in to the server,
and uses the acquired coordinate information as the cur-
rent coordinate information of the contact. The coordinate
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information may be acquired by means of GPS, or ac-
quired by means of Location Based Services (LBS). A
person skilled in the art may acquire that a GPS service-
capable mobile terminal may acquire coordinate infor-
mation thereof by means of GPS positioning, and pro-
vides the acquired coordinate information to the server
when logging in to the server. By means of the LBS, ge-
ographic location information (geographic coordinates or
geodetic coordinates) of a mobile terminal user may be
acquired using a radio communication network (for ex-
ample, a GSM network or a CDMA network) provided by
an operator or using external positioning (for example,
GPS positioning); in addition, the LBS, under support of
a Geographic Information System (GIS) platform, pro-
vides a value-added service for the user concerning a
subscribed service thereof.
[0064] 402. The server acquires a current administra-
tive region name of the contact according to the current
IP address information or coordinate information of the
contact; and uses the current administrative region name
of the contact as the geographic location information.
[0065] In this embodiment, after the contact logs in to
the instant messaging client, the server may acquire a
login IP address of the contact, and confirms the acquired
login IP address with an IP address database, to acquire
the geographic location information of the IP address of
the contact, i.e., administrative region information de-
sired by the server, including information of province, city,
and the like. When the instant messaging client is a mo-
bile terminal, the server may acquire coordinate informa-
tion of the contact when logging in to the server, and
confirms the acquired coordinate information with a co-
ordinate database, to acquire the geographic location in-
formation of the coordinate information of the contact,
i.e., administrative region information desired by the serv-
er, including information of province, city, and the like.
[0066] A person skilled in the art may acquire that both
conversion of the IP address information into geographic
location information and acquisition of geographic loca-
tion information according to coordinate information per-
tain to the prior art, which are not described herein any
further. It should be noted that the geographic location
information generated when the contact logs in to the
server may be stored on the server, and may be emptied
when the contact logs out of the server, such that geo-
graphic location information of a contact is generated in
real time once the contact logs in to the server.
[0067] It should be noted that upon logging in to the
server, the instant messaging client stores geographic
location information thereof on the server, and alterna-
tively may acquire geographic location information of
contacts thereof. The contacts may include on-line or off-
line contacts. The geographic location information of the
contacts is used for displaying the contacts locally based
on geographic locations thereof. A range of contacts dis-
played based on the geographic location information may
also be predefined on the instant messaging client as
displaying all contacts on the first interface or displaying

only on-line contacts on the first interface, which is not
limited in this embodiment.
[0068] 403. Upon receiving a request for the geograph-
ic location information of a contact from the instant mes-
saging client, the server sends the geographic location
information of the contact to the instant messaging client.
[0069] 404. Upon receiving a request for displaying a
first interface, the instant messaging client displays the
first interface, and displays the contact in a position, cor-
responding to the geographic location information, on the
first interface; where the first interface is configured to
display contacts according to geographic locations, the
first interface is a map in scale to a preset map, and the
first interface includes a plurality of areas, each of the
plurality of areas corresponding to an administrative re-
gion in the preset map.
[0070] 405. Upon receiving a request for operating a
specified area of the first interface, the instant messaging
client sends the request to all first contacts, geographic
location information of the first contact being the specified
area.
[0071] 406. Upon receiving a request for a list of con-
tacts in a specified area of the first interface, the instant
messaging client acquires all first contacts, the geo-
graphic location information of the first contact being the
specified area, and displays all first contacts in the spec-
ified area in the form of a list with a preset number of first
contacts per page.
[0072] Steps 403-406 are analogous to steps 303-306,
and are not described herein any further.
[0073] According to the method provided in this em-
bodiment, geographic location information of a contact
is acquired, and the contact is displayed in a correspond-
ing position on a map interface according to the geo-
graphic location information of the contact. In this way,
a contact list does not need to be re-defined, thereby
simplifying operations on the contact list. In addition, con-
tacts may be differentiated according to geographic lo-
cations thereof, such that the contacts are displayed
more visually, facilitating simultaneous operations on the
contacts pertaining to the same area.
[0074] FIG. 5 is a flowchart of a contact display method
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.
In this embodiment, interaction subjects may be an in-
stant messaging client and a server, where the instant
messaging client may be a QQ client, a TM client, or the
like. Referring to FIG. 5, the method according to this
embodiment specifically includes:

501. A server receives an administrative region
name input by a contact.
502. The server receives an administrative region
name input by the contact, and uses the administra-
tive region name as the geographic location infor-
mation of the contact.

[0075] Steps 501-502 are analogous to steps 301-302,
and are not described herein any further.
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[0076] 503. When the contact logs in to the server, the
server acquires current IP address information or coor-
dinate information of the contact.
[0077] Step 503 is analogous to step 401, and is not
described herein any further.
[0078] 504. The server acquires a current administra-
tive region name of the contact according to the current
IP address information or coordinate information of the
contact.
[0079] Step 504 is analogous to step 402, and is not
described herein any further.
[0080] 505. The server judges whether the current ad-
ministrative region name of the contact is consistent with
locally stored geographic location information of the con-
tact.
[0081] If consistent, step 508 is performed.
[0082] If inconsistent, step 506 is performed.
[0083] In this embodiment, the geographic location
when the contact logs in to the server is different from
the geographic location indicated in data input by the
contact; when the server has a permission to acquire the
geographic location information generated in real time
when the contact logs in to the server, the server acquires
the login IP address information or coordinate information
of the contact, acquires the current administrative region
name of the contact according to the IP address infor-
mation or coordinate information, and judges whether
the current administrative region name of the contact is
consistent with the geographic location information local-
ly stored on the server. If consistent, step 508 is per-
formed; and if inconsistent, step 506 is performed. For
example, if the geographic location stored in the data of
contact A is "Shenzhen" and a preset server of the con-
tact may acquire the geographic location information of
the contact when logging in to the server, when contact
A logs in to the server, the server acquires login IP ad-
dress information or coordinate information of contact A,
acquires the current administrative region name "Beijing"
of contact A according to the IP address information or
coordinate information, and judges that the current ad-
ministration region of contact A is inconsistent with the
geographic location information stored on the server. In
this case, step 506 is performed.
[0084] 506. The server replaces the locally stored ge-
ographic location information of the contact with the cur-
rent administrative region name of the contact, and uses
the current administrative region name as the geographic
location information of the contact.
[0085] In this embodiment, through replacement, the
geographic location information of the contact is acquired
in real time. This facilitates interaction between a user
and contacts of the user, improves user experience, and
achieves more visual display of the contacts.
[0086] 507. Upon receiving a request for the geograph-
ic location information of a contact from the instant mes-
saging client, the server sends the geographic location
information after the replacement to the instant messag-
ing client, and step 509 is performed.

[0087] 508. Upon receiving a request for the geograph-
ic location information of a contact from the instant mes-
saging client, the server sends the geographic location
information of the contact to the instant messaging client,
and step 509 is performed.
[0088] 509. Upon receiving a request for displaying a
first interface, the instant messaging client displays the
first interface, and displays the contact in a position, cor-
responding to the geographic location information, on the
first interface; where the first interface is configured to
display contacts according to geographic locations, the
first interface is a map in scale to a preset map, and the
first interface includes a plurality of areas, each of the
plurality of areas corresponding to an administrative re-
gion in the preset map.
[0089] 510. Upon receiving a request for operating a
specified area of the first interface, the instant messaging
client sends the request to all first contacts, geographic
location information of the first contact being the specified
area.
[0090] In this embodiment, upon receiving a geograph-
ic location information-specific request with respect to a
contact, the instant messaging client performs corre-
sponding operations on the contact with the geographic
location information according to the specific content of
request.
[0091] 511. Upon receiving a request for a list of con-
tacts in a specified area of the first interface, the instant
messaging client acquires all first contacts, the geo-
graphic location information of the first contact being the
specified area, and displays all first contacts in the spec-
ified area in the form of a list with a preset number of first
contacts per page.
[0092] Steps 509-511 are analogous to steps 304-306,
and are not described herein any further.
[0093] It should be noted that upon logging in to the
server, the instant messaging client stores geographic
location information thereof on the server, and alterna-
tively may acquire geographic location information of
contacts thereof. The contacts may include on-line or off-
line contacts. The geographic location information of the
contacts is used for displaying the contacts locally based
on geographic locations thereof. A range of contacts dis-
played based on the geographic location information may
also be predefined on the instant messaging client as
displaying all contacts on the first interface or displaying
only on-line contacts on the first interface, which is not
limited in this embodiment.
[0094] FIG. 6 is a schematic structural diagram of an
instant messaging client according to an embodiment of
the present disclosure. Referring to FIG. 6, the instant
messaging client according to this embodiment includes:

a receiving module 601, configured to receive geo-
graphic location information of a contact from a serv-
er; and
a displaying module 602, configured to: upon receiv-
ing a request for displaying a first interface, display
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the first interface, and display the contact in a posi-
tion, corresponding to the geographic location infor-
mation, on the first interface; where the first interface
is configured to display contacts according to geo-
graphic locations, the first interface is a map in scale
to a preset map, and the first interface includes a
plurality of areas, each of the plurality of areas cor-
responding to an administrative region in the preset
map.

[0095] FIG. 7 is a schematic structural diagram of an-
other instant messaging client according to an embodi-
ment of the present disclosure. Referring to FIG. 7, the
instant messaging client according to this embodiment
further includes:

a sending module 603, configured to send a request
for geographic location information to the server.

[0096] Correspondingly, the receiving module 601 is
configured to receive the geographic location information
of the contact from the server, where the geographic lo-
cation information is an administrative region name re-
ceived by the server, or the geographic location informa-
tion is an administrative region name acquired by the
server according to received current IP address informa-
tion or coordinate information of the contact.
[0097] In another embodiment, the geographic loca-
tion information is the geographic location information of
the contact sent by the server, or the geographic location
information is determined by the server according to the
received administrative region name and the current IP
address information or coordinate information of the con-
tact.
[0098] FIG. 8 is a schematic structural diagram of still
another instant messaging client according to an embod-
iment of the present disclosure. Referring to FIG. 8, the
displaying module 602 includes: a request processing
unit 602a and a request sending unit 602b.
[0099] The request processing unit 602a is configured
to receive a request for operating a specified area of the
first interface.
[0100] The request sending unit 602b is configured to:
upon the request processing unit 602a receives the re-
quest for operating a specified area of the first interface,
send the request to all first contacts, geographic location
information of the first contact being the specified area.
[0101] FIG. 9 is a schematic structural diagram of still
another instant messaging client according to an embod-
iment of the present disclosure. Referring to FIG. 9, the
displaying module 602 includes:

an acquiring unit 602c, configured to: acquire all first
contact when the instant messaging client receives
a request for a list of contacts in a specified area of
the first interface, geographic location information of
the first contact being the specified area; and
a displaying unit 602d, configured to display all first

contacts, acquired by the acquiring unit, in the spec-
ified area in the form of a list with a preset number
of first contacts per page.

[0102] In this embodiment, the instant messaging cli-
ent may be specifically a mobile terminal or PC installed
with an instant messaging client. The instant messaging
client according to this embodiment is based on the same
inventive concept as the method for displaying a contact
provided in the embodiments of the present disclosure,
where the specific implementation is elaborated in the
method embodiments, which is not be detailed herein
any further.
[0103] FIG. 10 is a schematic structural diagram of a
server according to an embodiment of the present dis-
closure. Referring to FIG. 10, the server according to this
embodiment includes:

an acquiring module 1001, configured to acquire ge-
ographic location information of a contact; and
a sending module 1002, configured to: upon receiv-
ing a request for geographic location information
from an instant messaging client, send the geo-
graphic location information of the contact to the in-
stant messaging client, such that the instant mes-
saging client displays the first interface upon receiv-
ing a request for displaying the first interface, and
displays the contact in a position, corresponding to
the geographic location information, on the first in-
terface; where the first interface is configured to dis-
play contacts according to geographic locations, the
first interface is a map in scale to a preset map, and
the first interface includes a plurality of areas, each
of the plurality of areas corresponding to an admin-
istrative region in the preset map.

[0104] FIG. 11 is a schematic structural diagram of an-
other server according to an embodiment of the present
disclosure. Referring to FIG. 11, the acquiring module
1001 includes:

a receiving unit 1001 a, configured to receive an ad-
ministrative region name input by the contact, and
use the administrative region name as the geograph-
ic location information of the contact; or
an acquiring unit 1001b, configured to: acquire cur-
rent IP address information or coordinate information
of the contact; acquire a current administrative re-
gion name of the contact according to the current IP
address information or coordinate information of the
contact; and use the current administrative region
name of the contact as the geographic location in-
formation.

[0105] FIG. 12 is a schematic structural diagram of still
another server according to an embodiment of the
present disclosure. Referring to FIG. 12, the acquiring
module 1001 includes:
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an acquiring unit 1001c, configured to acquire cur-
rent IP address information or coordinate information
of the contact;
a judging unit 1001d, configured to acquire a current
administrative region name of the contact according
to the current IP address information or coordinate
information of the contact, and judge whether the
current administrative region name of the contact is
consistent with locally stored geographic location in-
formation of the contact;
a replacing unit 1001e, configured to: when the judg-
ing unit 1001d judges that the current administrative
region name of the contact is inconsistent with the
locally stored geographic location information of the
contact, replace the locally stored geographic loca-
tion information of the contact with the current ad-
ministrative region name of the contact, and use the
current administrative region name as the geograph-
ical location information of the contact.

[0106] The instant messaging client is such a mobile
terminal as mobile phone, MP3 or PDA.
[0107] The server provided in this embodiment is
based on the same inventive concept as the method em-
bodiments. Therefore, the detailed implementation may
refer to the description of the method embodiments of
the present disclosure, which is not detailed here.
[0108] An embodiment of the present disclosure fur-
ther provides a contact display system. The system in-
cludes:

an instant messaging client, configured to: receive
geographic location information of a contact from a
server; and upon receiving a request for displaying
a first interface, display the first interface and display
the contact in a position, corresponding to the geo-
graphic location information, on the first interface;
where the first interface is configured to display con-
tacts according to geographic locations, the first in-
terface is a map in scale to a preset map, and the
first interface includes a plurality of areas, each of
the plurality of areas corresponding to an adminis-
trative region in the preset map; and
a server, configured to: acquire geographic location
information of a contact; and upon receiving a re-
quest for geographic location information from an
instant messaging client, send the geographic loca-
tion information of the contact to the instant messag-
ing client, such that, upon receiving a request for
displaying a first interface, the instant messaging cli-
ent displays the first interface, and display the con-
tact in a position, corresponding to the geographic
location information, on the first interface; where the
first interface includes a plurality of areas, each of
the plurality of areas corresponding to an adminis-
trative region in the preset map.

[0109] The system provided in this embodiment in-

cludes the above-described instant messaging client and
server, and is based on the same inventive concept as
the method embodiment. Therefore, the detailed imple-
mentation may refer to the description of the method em-
bodiments of the present disclosure, which is not detailed
here.
[0110] Persons of ordinary skill in the art should un-
derstand that all or part of steps of the preceding methods
may be implemented by hardware or hardware following
instructions of programs. The programs may be stored
in a non-transitory computer-readable storage medium
and may be executed by at least one processor. The
storage medium may be a read-only memory, a magnetic
disk, or a compact disc-read only memory.
[0111] Described above are merely preferred embod-
iments of the present disclosure, but are not intended to
limit the present disclosure. Any modification, equivalent
replacement, or improvement made without departing
from the spirit and principle of the present disclosure
should fall within the protection scope of the present dis-
closure.

Claims

1. A contact display method, comprising:

acquiring, by an instant messaging client, geo-
graphic location information of a contact from a
server; and
upon receiving a request for displaying a first
interface, displaying, by the instant messaging
client, the first interface, and displaying the con-
tact in a position, corresponding to the geo-
graphic location information, on the first inter-
face; wherein the first interface is configured to
display contacts according to geographic loca-
tions, the first interface is a map in scale to a
preset map, and the first interface comprises a
plurality of areas, each of the plurality of areas
corresponding to an administrative region in the
preset map.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the ac-
quiring, by an instant messaging client, geographic
location information of a contact from a server spe-
cifically comprises:

sending a request for geographic location infor-
mation to the server; and
receiving the geographic location information of
the contact from the server, wherein the geo-
graphic location information is an administrative
region name received by the server, or the ge-
ographic location information is an administra-
tive region name acquired by the server accord-
ing to received current IP address information
or coordinate information of the contact.
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3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the geo-
graphic location information is determined by the
server according to the received administrative re-
gion name and the current IP address information or
coordinate information of the contact.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein after the
displaying, by the instant messaging client, the first
interface, and displaying the contact in a position,
corresponding to the geographic location informa-
tion, on the first interface, the method further com-
prises:

upon receiving a request for operating a speci-
fied area of the first interface, sending, by the
instant messaging client, the request to all first
contacts, geographic location information of the
first contact being the specified area.

5. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 4,
wherein after the displaying, by the instant messag-
ing client, the first interface, and displaying the con-
tact in a position, corresponding to the geographic
location information, on the first interface, the meth-
od further comprises:

upon receiving a request for a list of contacts in
a specified area of the first interface, acquiring,
by the instant messaging client, all first contacts,
the geographic location information of the first
contact being the specified area, and displaying
all first contacts in the specified area in the form
of a list with a preset number of first contacts per
page.

6. A contact display method, comprising:

acquiring, by a server, geographic location in-
formation of a contact; and
upon receiving a request for geographic location
information from an instant messaging client,
sending the geographic location information of
the contact to the instant messaging client, such
that the instant messaging client displays the
first interface upon receiving a request for dis-
playing the first interface, and displays the con-
tact in a position, corresponding to the geo-
graphic location information, on the first inter-
face; wherein the first interface is configured to
display contacts according to geographic loca-
tions, the first interface is a map in scale to a
preset map, and the first interface comprises a
plurality of areas, each of the plurality of areas
corresponding to an administrative region in the
preset map.

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein the ac-
quiring, by a server, geographic location information

of a contact specifically comprises:

receiving, by the server, an administrative re-
gion name input by the contact, and using the
administrative region name as the geographic
location information of the contact; or
acquiring, by the server, current IP address in-
formation or coordinate information of the con-
tact, acquiring a current administrative region
name of the contact according to the current IP
address information or coordinate information
of the contact, and using the current administra-
tive region name of the contact as the geograph-
ic location information.

8. The method according to claim 6, wherein the ac-
quiring, by a server, geographic location information
of a contact specifically comprises:

acquiring, by the server, current IP address in-
formation or coordinate information of the con-
tact, acquiring a current administrative region
name of the contact according to the current IP
address information or coordinate information
of the contact, judging whether the current ad-
ministrative region name of the contact is con-
sistent with locally stored geographic location
information of the contact, if inconsistent, replac-
ing the locally stored geographic location infor-
mation of the contact with the current adminis-
trative region name of the contact, and using the
current administrative region name as the geo-
graphical location information of the contact.

9. An instant messaging client, comprising:

a receiving module, configured to receive geo-
graphic location information of a contact from a
server; and
a displaying module, configured to: upon receiv-
ing a request for displaying a first interface, dis-
play the first interface, and display the contact
in a position, corresponding to the geographic
location information, on the first interface;
wherein the first interface is configured to display
contacts according to geographic locations, the
first interface is a map in scale to a preset map,
and the first interface comprises a plurality of
areas, each of the plurality of areas correspond-
ing to an administrative region in the preset map.

10. The instant messaging client according to claim 9,
further comprising:

a sending module, configured to send a request
for geographic location information to the server;
wherein the receiving module is correspondingly
configured to receive the geographic location in-
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formation of the contact from the server, wherein
the geographic location information is an admin-
istrative region name received by the server, or
the geographic location information is an admin-
istrative region name acquired by the server ac-
cording to received current IP address informa-
tion or coordinate information of the contact.

11. The instant messaging client according to claim 9,
wherein the geographic location information is the
geographic location information of the contact sent
by the server, or the geographic location information
is determined by the server according to a received
administrative region name and current IP address
information or coordinate information of the contact.

12. The instant messaging client according to claim 9,
wherein the displaying module comprises: a request
processing unit and a request sending unit; wherein
the request processing unit is configured to receive
a request for operating a specified area of the first
interface; and
the request sending unit is configured to: upon re-
ceiving the request for operating a specified area of
the first interface, send the request to all first con-
tacts, geographic location information of the first con-
tact being the specified area.

13. The instant messaging client according to any one
of claims 9 to 12, wherein the displaying module com-
prises:

an acquiring unit, configured to: when the instant
messaging client receives a request for a list of
contacts in a specified area of the first interface,
acquire all first contact, geographic location in-
formation of the first contact is the specified ar-
ea; and
a displaying unit, configured to display all first
contacts, acquired by the acquiring unit, in the
specified area in the form of a preset number of
lists.

14. The instant messaging client according to any one
of claims 9 to 12, wherein the instant messaging cli-
ent is a mobile terminal.

15. A server, comprising:

an acquiring module, configured to acquire ge-
ographic location information of a contact; and
a sending module, configured to: upon receiving
a request for geographic location information
from an instant messaging client, send the ge-
ographic location information of the contact to
the instant messaging client, such that the in-
stant messaging client displays the first interface
upon receiving a request for displaying the first

interface, and displays the contact in a position,
corresponding to the geographic location infor-
mation, on the first interface; wherein the first
interface is configured to display contacts ac-
cording to geographic locations, the first inter-
face is a map in scale to a preset map, and the
first interface comprises a plurality of areas,
each of the plurality of areas corresponding to
an administrative region in the preset map.

16. The server according to claim 15, wherein the ac-
quiring module comprises:

a receiving unit, configured to receive an admin-
istrative region name input by the contact, and
use the administrative region name as the geo-
graphic location information of the contact; or
an acquiring unit, configured to: acquire current
IP address information or coordinate information
of the contact; acquire a current administrative
region name of the contact according to the cur-
rent IP address information or coordinate infor-
mation of the contact; and use the current ad-
ministrative region name of the contact as the
geographic location information.

17. The server according to claim 15, wherein the ac-
quiring module comprises:

an acquiring unit, configured to acquire current
IP address information or coordinate information
of the contact;
a judging unit, configured to acquire a current
administrative region name of the contact ac-
cording to the current IP address information or
coordinate information of the contact, and judge
whether the current administrative region name
of the contact is consistent with locally stored
geographic location information of the contact;
and
a replacing unit, configured to: when the judging
unit judges that the current administrative region
name of the contact is inconsistent with the lo-
cally stored geographic location information of
the contact, replace the locally stored geograph-
ic location information of the contact with the cur-
rent administrative region name of the contact,
and use the administrative region name as the
geographical location information of the contact.

18. A contact display system, comprising:

an instant messaging client, configured to: re-
ceive geographic location information of a con-
tact from a server; and upon receiving a request
for displaying a first interface, display the first
interface and display the contact in a position,
corresponding to the geographic location infor-
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mation, on the first interface; wherein the first
interface is configured to display contacts ac-
cording to geographic locations, the first inter-
face is a map in scale to a preset map, and the
first interface comprises a plurality of areas,
each of the plurality of areas corresponding to
an administrative region in the preset map; and
a server, configured to: acquire geographic lo-
cation information of a contact; upon receiving
a request for geographic location information
from an instant messaging client, send the ge-
ographic location information of the contact to
the instant messaging client, such that, upon re-
ceiving a request for displaying a first interface,
the instant messaging client displays the first in-
terface, and display the contact in a position,
corresponding to the geographic location infor-
mation, on the first interface; wherein the first
interface comprises a plurality of areas, each of
the plurality of areas corresponding to an admin-
istrative region in the preset map.
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